




Latin intra (prep.) “within, inside, on the inside” —
working within the frame of a single, recognized 
discipline. The collaboration depends on how wide 
the discipline is and the specificity of  the research 
problem. For example, an astronomy research 
project focusing on stellar evolution will mostly 
include astronomers from the same field, and 
collaborators will publish in similar journals 
(Ramchandani, 2017).

Latin multus (v.) “much, many” — looking at one 
problem by adding multiple perspectives and 
disciplines to the mix. In this process, a root discipline 
may involve other disciplines to solve a problem. 
Participants exchange knowledge and compare 
results but stop short of integrating them. The 
disciplines maintain their distinctiveness and the 
results remain grounded in the framework of  the root 
discipline. A multidisciplinary panel of  business 
consultants, psychologists, lawyers and financial 
experts are common to resolve business conflicts 
(Ramchandani, 2017).



Latin crux (n.) “intersecting, lying athwart each other” —
intersecting knowledge from two or more disciplines, 

viewing one discipline from the perspective of another. 
Researchers collaborate with the goal 
of transferring knowledge from one discipline to another. 
Understanding the complex dynamics of  environmental 
problems in a socioecological context is a typical cross-
disciplinary approach. Or combining tools from economics 
and philosophy to introduce an ethical dimension to the 
discussion of  economic problems. Tress et al. (2005a) uses 
‘crossdisciplinary’ more generally to refer to multi-, inter-, 
and transdisciplinary projects (Ramchandani, 2017).

Latin inter (prep., adv.) “among, between, betwixt, in 
the midst” — integrating knowledge and methods 
from different disciplines using a synthesis of  
approaches. Interdisciplinary concerns collaborations 
between contrasting academic disciplines or research 
methods for new applications, new analyses, or the 
creation of  entirely new disciplines (Nicolescu 1997). 
For example, interdisciplinary research on information 
systems and biomedical research has given rise to the 
field of  bioinformatics. ‘Art & Science’ or ‘Art & 
Technology’ are hot interdisciplinary spaces in my line 
of  work (Ramchandani, 2017).



Latin trans (prep.) “across, over, beyond” —
emergence of a new discipline transcending the 
boundaries of disciplinary perspective. 
Transdisciplinarity combines interdisciplinarity with 
a participatory approach. The research paradigms 
involve non-academic participants as (equal) 
participants in the process to reach a common goal 
— usually a solution to a problem of society at 
large. It can be considered as the culmination of 
interdisciplinary efforts. Transdisciplinary also has a 
wholism associated with it. While interdisciplinary 
collaborations create new knowledge synthesised
from existing disciplines, a transdisciplinary team 
relates all disciplines into a
coherent whole (McGregor, 2004). The field of 
‘sustainability’ in essence is a transdisciplinary one 
(Ramchandani, 2017).

TRANSDISCIPLINARY 
(adjective)



In summary
• Multidisciplinarity involves studying a research topic in not just one discipline but in several at 

the same time. Any topic will ultimately be enriched by the incorporation of the perspectives 
of several disciplines. The multidisciplinary approach overflows disciplinary boundaries, but its 
goal remains limited to the framework of disciplinary research.

• Interdisciplinarity concerns the transfer of methods from one discipline to another. Like 
multidisciplinarity, interdisciplinarity overflows disciplines, but its goal still remains within the 
framework of disciplinary research.

• Transdisciplinarity concerns that which is at once between the disciplines, across the different 
disciplines, and beyond all disciplines. Its goal is the understanding of the present world, of 
which one of the imperatives is the unity of knowledge.

(Nicolescu, 2014)
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TRANSDISCIPLINARITY 
METHODOLOGY
The three pillars

Transdisciplinarity without methodology is only a frivolous talk, a 
momentary fashion.
The methodology should be open, not dogmatic.
The methodology is based on the three pillars:
1. The various levels of  Reality (ontological axiom)
2. The Logic (logical axiom)
3. Complexity (epistemological axiom)

(Nicolescu, 2012b)

Epistemology is understood to be complex, emergent knowledge. 
Reality (ontology) is presumed to comprises Level of  Reality 
(perspective and world views) mediated by the Hidden Third.
The logic of  inferences is called the Logic of  Included Middle, the 
fertile middle ground of  space among disciplines and between the 
academy and civil society.

(McGregor, L.T.S., 2012)



ONTOLOGICAL AXIOM
Multiple Levels of  Reality

Nicolescu proposed it is essential to seek multiple perspectives 
on human problem (or set of  human problems) because the 
intent is to integrate many levels of  truth while generating 
new TD knowledge. Succinctly, TD ontology respects the 
complex and dynamic relationships among at least 10 
different realities organized along three Levels of  Reality:
a. The internal world of  humans, where consciousness flows 

– the TD-Subject (comprising political, social, historical, 
and individual realities);

b. The external world of  humans where information flows –
the TD-Object (comprising environmental, economic, and 
cosmic/planetary realities)

c. The Hidden Third, peoples’s experiences, interpretations, 
descriptions, stories, representation, images, and formulas 
meet on this third level. Three realities exist in this 
intuitive zone of  non-resistance this mediated interface: 
culture and art, religions and spiritualities.

Together, the three overarching Levels of  Reality form TD 
ontology.

(McGregor, L.T. S, 2012)
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ONTOLOGICAL AXIOM
A history of  the relation of  Subject - Object

Pre-Modernity
Subject is immersed in the Object. 
Everything was trace, signature of  a 
higher meaning.

O

S

Modernity
Subject and Object were totally separated by a radical epistemological 
cut, allowing in such a way the development of  modern science. The 
Object was just there, in order to be known, deciphered, dominated, 
and transformed

OS

(Nicolescu, 2012a)



ONTOLOGICAL AXIOM
A history of  the relation of  Subject - Object

Post-Modernity
In Post-Modernity the roles of  the 
Subject and Object are changed in 
comparison with Modernity and are 
reversed in comparison with Pre-
Modernity: the Object, still considered 
as being outside the Subject, is 
nevertheless a social construction. It is 
not really “there”. It looks more like an 
emanation of  the Subject.

S O

S OTRANSDISCIPLINARITY

HT HT = Hidden Third
S = Subject
O = Object

r      (Nicolescu, 2012a)



ONTOLOGICAL AXIOM
Transdisciplinary Reality

The transdisciplinary Object and its 
levels of  Reality, the transdisciplinary 
Subject and its levels of  perception, and 
the Hidden Third define the 
transdisciplinary model of  Reality. 
Based on this ternary structure of  
Reality, we can deduce other ternaries of  
levels that are extremely useful in the 
analysis of  concrete situations by 
contextualization:
• Levels of  organization – Levels of  

structuring – Levels of  integration
• Levels of  knowledge – Levels of  

understanding – Levels of  being

X

(Nicolescu, 2012a)

TD Subject TD Object

Levels Levels

X = Hidden Third



EPISTEMOLOGICAL AXIOM
Complexity

There are several theories of  complexity. In the context of  our 
discussion, it is important to understand that the existing 
theories of  complexity do not include either the notion of  
levels of  Reality or the notion of  zones of  non-resistance.7 
However, some of  them, like that of  Edgar Morin,8 are 
compatible with these notions. It is therefore useful to 
distinguish between horizontal complexity, which refers to a 
single level of  reality, and vertical complexity, which refers to 
several levels of  Reality. It is also important to differentiate 
between transversal complexity and vertical, transdisciplinary 
complexity. Transversal complexity refers to the crossing of  
different levels of  organization at a single level of  Reality. 
From a transdisciplinary point of  view, complexity is a 
modern form of  the very ancient principle of  universal 
interdependence.

(Nicolescu, 2014)



LOGICAL AXIOM
The Logic The incompleteness of  the general laws governing a given level of  Reality signifies that, at a given 

moment in time, one necessarily discovers contradictions in the theory describing the respective level: 
one has to assert A and non-A at the same time. However, our habits of  mind, scientific or not, are still 
governed by the classical logic, which does not tolerate contradictions. The classical logic is founded 
on three axioms:
1. The axiom of  identity: A is A.
2. The axiom of  non-contradiction: A is not non-A.
3. The axiom of  the excluded middle: There exists no third term T (“T” from “third”) that is at the 

same time A and non-A.
Stéphane Lupasco (1900–1988) demonstrated that the logic of  the included middle is a true logic, 
mathematically formalized, multivalent (with three values: A, non-A, and T) and non-contradictory.6 
Our understanding of  the axiom of  the included middle — there exists a third term T that is at the 
same time A and non-A—is completely clarified once the notion of  “levels of  Reality,” a notion absent 
in Lupasco’s work, is introduced. In order to obtain a clear meaning of  the included middle, let us 
represent the three terms of  the new logic—A, non-A, and T—and the dynamics associated with them 
by a triangle in which one of  the vertices is situated at one level of  Reality and the two other vertices at 
another level of  Reality. The included middle is in fact an included third. If  one remains at a single 
level of  Reality, all manifestation appears as a struggle between two contradictory elements. The third 
dynamic, that of  the T-state, is exercised at another level of  Reality, where that which appears to be 
disunited is in fact united, and that which appears contradictory is perceived as non-contradictory. Of  
course, this conciliation is only temporary. The action of  the logic of  the included middle on the 
different levels of  Reality induces an open structure of  the unity of  levels of  Reality. Knowledge is 
forever open (Nicolescu, 2014).



LOGICAL AXIOM
Symbolic representation of  the action of  the included middle logic.

A Non-A
NR2

NR1

T

T = Third
NR2 = Non-Resistance2
NR1 = Non-Resistance1

(Nicolescu, 2014)



i. The ontological axiom: There are, in Nature and in our knowledge of  Nature, different levels of  
Reality of  the Object and, correspondingly, different levels of  Reality of  the Subject.

ii. The logical axiom: The passage from one level of  Reality to another is made possible by the logic of  
the included middle.

iii. The epistemological axiom: The structure of  the totality of  levels of  Reality is a complex structure: 
every level is what it is because all the levels exist at the same time.

TRANSDISCIPLINARITY METHODOLOGY
The three pillars

S O

HT

HT = Hidden Third
S = Subject
O = Object

r      

(Nicolescu, 2010)



S O

HT

S O

CLASSICAL REALISM
Binary partition: subject vs object

TRANSDISCIPLINARITY REALISM
Ternary partition: S, O, HT

Subject vs Object

Ternary partition: Subject, Object, Hidden Third
The unity of levels of Reality of the Object and its complementary zone of non-
resistance defines the transdisciplinary Object.
The unity of levels of Reality of the Subject and this complementary zone of non-
resistance defines the transdisciplinary Subject.
The zone of non-resistance plays the role of a third between the Subject and the 
Object, an interaction term which allows the unification of the transdisciplinary 
Subject and the transdisciplinary Object

r      

(Nicolescu, 2012a)



Much confusion arises when people fail to recognize that there is
a theoretical transdisciplinarity,
a phenomenological transdisciplinarity
And
an experimental transdisciplinarity.
The word “theory” implies a general definition of  transdisciplinarity and a well-defined methodology (which 
has to be distinguished from “methods”: a single methodology corresponds to a great number of  different 
methods).
The word “phenomenology” implies the construction of  models that connect the theoretical principles with the 
previously observed experimental data in order to predict further results.
The word “experimental” implies the performance of  experiments that follow a well-defined procedure, 
allowing any researcher to obtain the same results when performing the same experiments.
The reduction of  transdisciplinarity to only one of  its aspects is very dangerous because it will transform 
transdisciplinarity into a temporary fashion. The huge potential of  trans-disciplinarity will never be realized if  
we do not undertake a simultaneous and rigorous consideration of  the three aspects of  transdisciplinarity. This 
simultaneous consider-ation of  theoretical, phenomenological, and experimental transdisciplinarity allows both 
a unified and non-dogmatic treatment of  transdisciplinary theory and practice.

(Nicolescu, 2014) 

TRANSDISCIPLINARITY ASPECTS



Opini saya
Theoretical Transdisciplinarity Aspect
• Kita adalah mahluk 3 dimensi (x,y,z)
• Yang hidup dalam multi dimensi (x,y,z, time?........ Others?) 

dan serentak
• Yang hanya dapat mengalami realita dalam satu satuan

dimensi unik (x,y,z dan time yang unik) untuk setiap individu
• Yang mencerna semua yang dilihat secara 2 dimensi (rujuk

cara kerja otak) dan memakai perspektif “CLASSICAL 
REALISM” dalam melihat

Padahal sesungguhnya REALITA adalah multi dan multi level (at 
least 10 different realities organized along three Levels of  Reality) 
dan saling terkait sehingga seharusnya
• Mendengar 2x atau lebih
• Melihat 2x atau lebih
• Berpikir dan merasakan secara mendalam (berempati), 

reflektif dan generatif (content dan form)
untuk dapat melihat REALITA secara utuh (multi dan multi 
level) atau TRANSDISCIPLINARITY REALISM (mendapatkan
subject, object dan the hidden third) sehingga pilihan aksi menjadi
infinite 

S O

HT

HT = Hidden Third
S = Subject
O = Object

r      



Opini saya
Phenomenological Transdisciplinarity Aspect
Memahami multi dan multi level REALITA yang saling terkait
melalui ber-empati dengan berbagai metodologi, karena tidak bisa
mengalami semua REALITA (multi dan multi level) secara
bersamaan

Experimental Transdisciplinarity Aspect
Silahkan mencoba
Ternary partition: S, O, HT

file:///C:%5CUsers%5CEka%20Satya%20Putra%5CDownloads%5Cgaia_flyer_toolkits_032911.pdf
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